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Millicent Cranhurst has a hearing disability, developed as a young girl. Raised in high Boston society by nannies and

tutors, she has been somewhat of an embarrassment and disappointment to her socialite parents. While her older

sister has secured a husband, Millicent faces banishment to her cruel grandparents in Paris. Her life will not be worth

living, and she accepts the help of the family's loving cook to escape this prospect.

Jessie lives in the simple wooden cabin he built in the Utah countryside, with his precious son, Joseph, while his

beloved Stacey lies buried out back beneath a simple white cross. Joseph needs a mama and Jessie and the house need

a woman's touch.

The Cranhurst's cook, Patricia smuggles young Millie out of the city and she is soon journeying alone to her new life

in Breakmill, Utah, to be a wife and mother. She had lied to Jessie Swanter during their brief correspondence by

letter, and it was quite plausible that he would reject her once he found out that she was deaf. She would cross that

bridge when she got to it.

From then on in Millie's life is filled with bridges to cross, sometimes perilous, often pleasant and always character-

building. Join this young lady and her brave husband, as their intrepid little family weather all that life throws at

them and celebrate the blessings scattered upon them. Can the hearts of selfish parents be changed? Can one family

have more than just that ONE Christmas miracle in their lifetime?

Millie learns that you don't need lavish parties and an exquisitely decorated house to experience the true meaning of
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Christmas; all you need is love and family.
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